March's Sampler of the Month

A favorite of mine, "Maria Short Sampler" from Moira Blackburn., is in this month's spotlight, a very beautiful sampler that Moira has
given us based on an antique in her personal collection that hangs in her bedroom. The pattern includes two charted verses ~ my favorite
is the one from Proverbs: "She seeketh wool and flax and worketh willingly with her hands." This week I've charted that verse over 1
using letters from "A Sweeter Love" by Paulette Stewart/ Plum Street Samplers. I'm very partial to over-one verses on samplers,
and I especially liked Paulette's lettering in the beautiful sampler she designed that was our June 2007 Sampler of the Month. My
sampler is being stitched on 40c Vintage Pear from Lakeside Linens with Crescent Colours' Belle Soie silks, but we've also converted
the DMC colors to A Ver A'Soie as well as Needlepoint, Inc. silk, and all would be lovely on a number of linen choices from Lakeside
Save 15% during March on the chart ($21), silks of your choice, and Lakeside fabric of your choice.

New In The Shop

It's finally here! And all who have seen "Bella" (aka Barnabee's Bride) think it was worth the wait. She is really sparkly and totally
irresistible. A petite and precious needleroll and beaded flower are hidden inside her enameled and jeweled body to create a unique
stitching accessory. This Limited Edition kit from Just*Nan contains EVERYTHING you will need for this project, including the
Opalescent White Belfast Linen, fusible interfacing, overdyed silk, overdyed wool, Mother of Pearl button, Swarovski sequin, gold bee
charm, small snap, and beads. ($60)
Just*Nan 's "When Barnabee Met Bella" (biscornu) is also here, a 4-page leaflet with embellishments ($16.50) included (gold honeybees,
glass beads, and gold heart bead for the center) ~ stitched on 30c Weeks hand-dyed linen in Lilac and Morris Blue. We have a fabric
pack available with the two linens for $10.

Coming from Just*Nan beginning in April

. . . the first of four Limited Edition tins appropriately called "Over the Top!"

hop!

,,,
is the first one in this series ~ the kit contains

a 3" x 2" tin with applied art paper, die-cut chipboard circle for the lid, fleece and fusible interfacing, coordinating ribbon,
embellishments, color card with graph and instructions ~ (the linen, floss, and twisted cord are not included). AND to accompany this
series of four tins each time is something Nan calls "limited additions" ~

In The Tin!

Each over-the-top tin will have a

project that fits in the tin. April's is a needlebook fob for a favorite pair of your tiny scissors ~ the ITT kit for the April tin contains
the graph and finishing instructions, embellishments and snap, and the wool and fusible interfacing but again does not include the linen,
floss, or twisted cord. This series of four OTT tins + ITT additions will be sold together, as a set. April's set is $38.
Reservations for this series will only be accepted for the entire series ~ the other three tins are "Sizzle" in June, "Boo" in August, and
"Jingle" in October. The tins have seasonal themes, some more obvious than others by their names, but if we get to August or October
and NOW you want in, it will be too late. Just*Nan 's very limited 900 of these are already gone ~ no one in the marketplace can order
more than were ordered at Nashville. And believe me when I say that all are adorable, but "Jingle" will absolutely knock your socks off.

The Victoria Sampler . . .

. . . has just released a gorgeous teaching piece from two years ago, "Where Stitchers Gather," complete with a stitcher's pocket,
scissors case and fob, and needlebook. Thea's captured something very special about needlework and friendships with this beautiful set,
capturing the sentiment that so many of us feel when we spend time with our linen, silk, and needles and other like-minded
needleworkers.~ the vignette on the pocket front looks just like The Attic on a Thursday night. With the very extensive charting +
accessory pack (several types of overdyed silks, AVAS, Needlepoint, Inc. silk, SJ Designs beads, Appleton crewel wool, silk ribbon,
other threads, as well as the scissors charm) all you will need to complete this set is the fabric and Perle Cotton. ($79)
"S is for Stitcher," next in Thea's Alphabet Sampler Series, continues this charming and eclectic sampler collection, this one including
many of our favorite "S" things, scissors, a sailboat, a swan, and then some not-so-favorites, a skunk and a spider, but all come together
to celebrate our passion. The chart + accessory pack ($48) provides everything you need, including silk threads, beads, and a charm ~
add your favorite linen and Perle Cottons.

This one is the last in Cathy Jean's series, Living Free . . .! "Live like it's heaven on earth" ($10) is stitched on Vintage River Willow from
Lakeside Linens .

Shipping to us on Monday (I don't have the invoice yet and, therefore, have no pricing information) are the newest from two favorites of
yours and ours, Diane Williams/Little House Needleworks ~ and her daughter, Nikki Leeman/Country Cottage Needleworks:
LHN's "Always and Forever" shown stitched with one of our favorite colors/silks, Mer Bleu from Crescent Colours
LHN's "Wool Needlebook and Fob," a matching set that uses the same design for both pieces with a simple change of the
wording. The larger piece is stitched over two, the fob over one!
CCN's "Bless our Home," an Americana-style cottage stitched with overdyed cottons from Crescent Colours
CCN's "You Are My Sunshine" stitched on Belfast Blue Dynasty from Zweigart's vintage series of linens

Here are several wonderful new designs from Erica Michaels that we've had in the shop for a while now but haven't fit it into a
newsletter for you to see:
A Nashville limited edition kit available only to retail shops attending the Nashville Needlework Market, this chartpack includes
the chart, instructions, two hand-dyed buttons, and one full skein of Crescent Colours Belle Soie silk, available in three
colorways: Babbling Brook, Kiwi, and Rosebud. I LOVE this chartpack, in every color ~ it's adorable and very affordable ($10) ~
and quick to stitch!

"My Shade" ($9) has a wonderful sentiment based on Psalms 121 ~ and I love all the trees! Linda says that this is also a tribute
to her dad, who loves trees ~ well, so did my father ~ he planted them everywhere that he found an empty spot in our lawn ~
Mother wasn't very happy about all the shade in the all-too-short summers in Wisconsin ~ she loved the sunshine. Can you see
the redbird sitting atop the tree in the bottom row ~ and the adorable bunny in the lower right-hand corner?
"Stitcher's Blessing" ($7.50) is shown with two finishes: stitched as a flatfold/stand-up on 40c River Willow from Lakeside and
as a framed model on 28c natural brown linen ~ I love the green one myself ~ it also uses a different thread palette

"Share Faith" ($7.50) can be stitched as one design or in smaller finishes, depending on your focus

Here are more wonderful designs, these from Gloria Moore/Milady's Needle, that were among the nine suitcases from Nashville:
"Elegant Stitcher's Bag" ($20) with charts also for the scissors case, needlebook, and fob

"Acorns and Apples" ($10), first in a series of sampler motifs and meanings, includes some very interesting information for any
sampler lover; "A Gift From a Friend" ($10) has been very popular, with many needleworkers loving this little sampler to stitch
for someone special

"Sarah Ainsworth" ($16) is a reproduction sampler, shown as such, as well as with its modification with a most-favorite sentiment
to many of us, "When This You See Remember Me"

Stacy Nash Primitives has two new charts: "Blue Sewing Roll ($10) and "Netty's Sampler Pinkeep Drum" ($10), both created with loving
stitches as a reminder of earlier, simpler times, as Stacy says on the packaging, and both with very helpful finishing instructions, ~ and
"Sophie's Afternoon," ($8) a very sweet sampler made especially dear to me at this time by the birth of our new great niece, Sophie
Grace, who is coming to visit next week from Colorado. Perhaps her grandmother, John's sister Barb, who is largely responsible for my
stitching passion, will fall in love with this one and stitch it for her first granddaughter!

It's again getting on into the afternoon here and I need to close for today, but before I do I must show you one of the neatest
"needlework tools" I've seen. Thank you, Jeannine and Roz, for introducing me to these in your Embassy suite in Nashville! It is a very
handy gadget, whether you're a stitcher and/or a reader, and you find yourself in less than optimum light.. Its features are that it's
lightweight, can be used as a clip-on lamp (no photos here of how you can "wear" it and clip it on other garments to have it in an optimum
position for stitching) or a stand-up lamp on its magnetic base, flexible arms that position easily, one with a high/low light if you're using
both or just one LED bulb, and one with a 2x magnifier. The light uses 3 AAA batteries. It comes in purple, silver, or teal ~ but when we
order, we take whatever colors our distributor has because these have been VERY popular. It's the best $30 you'll spend on your
passion. I took several photographs below without a flash to try to capture the light that's available on your needlework.

Here are some things that were being stitched last Thursday night: Carolyn's version of Plum Street Samplers' beautiful "Praise
Sampler" ~ I love this one and now I want to stitch it also after seeing Carolyn's ~ and Sherie's beautiful "Winter Floral Sampler" from
Knotted Tree ~ of course I want to stitch this one also with its red cardinal (only part of it is showing)

And here's Amy's needlebook that she finished in our class in the last week or two ~ if you want to do these, watch for a future class!

And some of the latest from Sandy's framing studio: Kay's exquisite "Still Waters," again from Plum Street Samplers ~ and Sandy's
"AY 1801 Sampler" from Historic Stitches

A new shop model stitched by Be, "Peaceful Paradise" from Midsummer Night Designs ~ and two of Dawn's, a winter sampler from
Blackbird's "Peppermint & Holly" and "Autumn Sampler," a silk threadpack from Crescent Colours/Little House Needleworks.

All such lovely needlework ~ and when you see it in person, it makes you want to stitch it! Too many beautiful projects, too little time.
Happy Easter ~ enjoy your Springtime!
Jean Lea
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